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Most computer users utilize the Windows operating system. Today, however,  many experienced computer users are either moving to Linux or would like the  option. One factor holding many people back is the fear of learning a new  operating system and applications. 
This book uses a friendly, step-by-step style  to walk the user through the transition from Windows to Linux.
It  leverages what you know as an experienced Windows user, and applies that  knowledge to Linux. Concepts in Linux are related to similar concepts in  Windows, allowing you to draw on what you already know to come up to speed with  Linux. The transition from applications such as Microsoft Word, Office and Adobe  Photoshop to their Linux counterparts KWord, Open Office, and GIMP are treated  thoroughly, and made easy. After reading through Moving From Windows to  Linux any knowledgeable user of Windows will be able to set up, maintain,  and utilize all aspects of a Linux PC.
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An Introduction to HTML and JavaScript for Scientists and EngineersSpringer, 2007
The JavaScript language is widely used for simple online applications. This useful book presents HTML and JavaScript in a way that uniquely meets the needs of students in the sciences and engineering. It explains how to create simple, client-side applications for scientific and engineering calculations. It includes many complete HTML/JavaScript...
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Stripes: ...and Java web development is fun again (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
As a Java developer, you want to leverage your knowledge and the wealth of Java libraries and tools. But when it comes to web development, many frameworks seem over-engineered and too complex. They have a steep learning curve, and it's just too difficult to get them to do exactly what you need because of their "closed-box" design.
...
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Learner-Centered Theory and Practice in Distance Education: Cases From Higher EducationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Learner-Centered Theory and Practice in Distance Education: Cases From Higher Education brings the voice of the learning sciences to the study and design of distance learning. The contributors examine critical issues in the design of theoretically and pedagogically based distance education programs. 

Eight distance education...
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Active Directory BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Master the power of Active Directory™ Whether you're a networking newcomer or a veteran administrator, working with Windows® 2000 Server requires a thorough knowledge of Active Directory. This complete guide delivers all the information you need. Logically organized and packed with real-world examples, it shows you...
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Disadvantaged Children in India: Empirical Evidence, Policies and ActionsSpringer, 2019

	This book addresses issues concerning five major categories of disadvantaged children, namely street children, children involved in trafficking, child labor, slum children, and children in institutional care, which apply to a large number of children around the world, including India. Compiling primary and secondary research-based evidences in...
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Integrating Employee Health: A Model Program for NASANational Academy Press, 2005


	The American workforce is changing, creating new challenges for employers

	to provide occupational health services to meet the needs of

	employees. First, a shift from manufacturing to services, knowledgecentered,

	and mobile work has changed the focus of occupational health

	from physical injury and exposure-related illness...
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